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ABSTRACT .

It 'has been suggested in preivious literature that the
wife °s employment status has both positive and negatiVe influence6 on
Marital interaction and companionship. The differences in findings
and.hypotheses can be interpreted by either the theory Otrole strain,
or the theory of role accumulotion. The purpose of this investigation
is to determine which of these theories best approximates the. -

influence of .the working status of the wife'on marital companionship.
roles. The data were collected by means of a stratified area
probability sample of upper-middle class intact households in a
Southeastern city in 1973. There were 233 wives included"In the
investigation. The-work patterns-were divided into household*
,professional-danagerial* and clerical as well as part-tire and
full-time. Leisure participation rates weredetermiied by (the
proportion of time spent in indiwidualelpirallel* and joint
activities with the spouse and with others. The results support the
role accumulation theory at lower levels of role e*pansion. Harital
compansionship is generally higher among the emploied wives when
children are not* present in the home. Support for role strain 'theory
emerges at. increasing levels of role accumulation* ,most. notably when
children enter the home. (Author)
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LEISURE, WIPANIONSHIP NO THE W(PKING WIFE

WoMen .1.nthe United States have experienced relatively rapid gains In'

labor force pai-ticipationlIlis projected that the female labor force for

1975 will approach 36 million, an increase of pier 50 percent In the past

decade (Rosenblum, 1972). The most rapid increeseshave been experienced by
0

married women, of which approximately 43 percent were employed. in 1970 compared

,,to 33 percent in 1960 and 22 percent In ,1950 (Blake, 1974).,..

Paralleling these changes in the work participation of wli/es has been a

restructui-ing of the marital dyad toward a more.egualitarian form, esPecially

In Ihe middle class. This has been variously deisci-ibed as the movement toward a

"Companionship" (Burgess and LoCke, 1945) or "colleague" (Farber, .1964) relation--

Ship. While the "institutional or traditional marriage dependedupon a sexual

division of ihor and a minimum of shared !titre-spouse activity during dis--

cretionary tine, the companionate marriage has stressed an openness to altering

traditional sex-role expectations and the sharing of leisure to facilitate a

sense of Interpersonal af'fini'ty.

It appears that thesditwo trends are somewhat competititve. If the wife
.

employed, then she has apcess to resources allowlIker morindependence fcom

her husband and correspondingly less time to share leisure activities, thereby.

reducing companionship. 1Jternately, labor force participation may increase
a

companionship experience because employment accords privileges and eno nratifl-

cation-encouraging greafar husband-wife interaction in household tasks and

discretionary time. Irl-he one hand, labor force participation of the wifo. is

predicted to IncreaseiStress and reduce companionship in the family while on the

other hand, it is pr441cted that stress will be reduced and companjonshin
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increased by the employment of he wife. The present investien-Non attemps to
-.

examine the maritalltompanionship experiences of three catenories of working
. . k. t , )

. .

A
wivis to aid in 'determining which of the atfove.peproa es mqst represents whatr

s.,

AN.

Is occurring in the family..

RREY1005 RESEARCH

--

-Research on the companionship In leisure of husbands and wives according

to the employment status of the wife has-been limited and inconclusive. post of

the available literature is concerned with the influence of the wife's iftployment

on subjective appraisals4of marital adjkistment of-happiness tBlood and Wolfe;

1960; Axlson,1963; Nye, 1963; Blood, 1963; Orden aid Bradburn, 1969; Axelson,

1970). With regard to differenceg In actual leisure participation, Nye (1963)

found that employed mothers maintain lower amounts of non-familial leisure inter-

action but participated In family leisure at about the same rate as nonemployed

mothers. Yarrow (1959) reported thatleveeinn and weekend recreational patterns

of mothers were little-influenced by employment status., The primary differences

existod in daytime recreational pursuits, limitihg the contacts with Peer eroops

of the workinp mother. Qrthner (1974a) found that the relationship between joint'

sharing of leisure time and the sharing of household tasks with the spouse was

statistically slnnijicant for employed wives but not for nonemplcOed wives.

t

Considering perceptions of companionship, Orden and Bradburn (1969) reported

a higher degree of perceived marital companionship in leisure among the employed

A

'%Wives with the greatest differences existinp In the higher income families.

Carfson (1973) found that employed mothers are more likely to indicate a desire

for more 'recreation than they presently have with their family. Since the
4

actual amounts of recreation are similar, Nye (1974a) sufinests that mothers

who are not tied to theii- home and family all .day nay be more likely to apnreciato

and welCome recreational interaction with their familres. Roth Nye (1963) and
. - .
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Orden and'Bradburn.(l c 59) that part-time' employed wives experience more
4 -

companionship activities with their spouse comnared to ful1-tine emploxed wives:

Therefore the extent Of commitment to the occupational roles may also be an
4

importaot factor to consider In add4tifbnal research.
.J

Ther are several apparent weaknesses in the above studies. First, most

of these stu los have utilized rather restricted measures of actual companionship .

in leisure, either.attitudes or perceptions'of eartrcipation in a limited nLzDer

of potential leisure pursuits are considered as indicators of companionship.,

Second, while the extent of employment hasp been considered,to some degree, none

.of the above consrder the type of employment or occupation of the wife. Third,

most of the available: research has riot been linked to any theoretiCar framework

out of which hypotheses have been tasted. This has limited the applicability'

of the findings to other situations and slowed the development of family-related

theory.

FrWIE:;OPK FOR ANALYSIS'

It has become increasingly apparent that earlier claims of a declineilti.

the recreational function of the famlfw(Oeburn, 1934) have.not-materiall4ed:'. °

.

. Recent research has denonstr d that family recreation rotes have'in fact become

rather well institutionalized for both husbands and wives (Kelly, 1972; Nye,_

1974a). But the increase in rr:creatioral role expectations has thg potential

for placing strain 0n!persons witegroater occunationP1 ole demands, especially

if other mplb expectations' are not sinnificantly reduced.

Goode (1960) has postulated that multiple relationshi s with diverse role

partners can lead'to inadequate or stressful role performance. This theory of

"role stpain" indicates that stress can occur eilthar because role oblfnations

increase over time causinn a selection
4

of Particular roles at the expense of

others or because of discrepant expdctations of roses which may he called 'upon

o 1
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at.thesame time. Ro!e strain is vie.:ed. by Goode as normal process ir role

,relations but usually' accompanded by social instab!lity and,personal stress.

A recent criticism of this 'theory has been posited by Sieber (1974) under

the theory of role accumulation. Sieber proposes that'additional roles may lead

to stress but that the effect of this can often be outweighed by the cirelfication

that 'accrue to the person for murtipie role performance. These positive effect::
t.

Include increases in role privileges, greater status security, enhanced reso-rces

4
fqr status and role performanceeand enrichment of the personality and eno

gratification.

These two approaches lead to quite different hypotheses ronardinn the in-

fluence of the work status of the wife on marital comnanionship. This is

especially true when one considers that it remains in most famllieq thesesponti-
,

bilLty of the wife to see-that household tasks childrearing roles aro properly

carried out. Husbands of working iveare somewhat more likely to be perceived

as leiping out" in these roles, (cf. Blood and tiolfe: 1960; Safirlos-Rothschild,

0
1970) but this still remains largely the domain of the wife-mother. Sopie requction

in potential role strain can be seen in the degi-ee of.role commitment to house-
.

hold tasks on the part of employed wives. Vanek (1974); throunh a national study

of time-budAts, reported that the number of hours devoted to household work

among'nonemployed women'has reMained-remarkablv stable over the past 50 Years.

But for those haying outside employment, thenumber of hours snent in housework

is now less than half that of the homemaker sample. Even when socioeconomic

status and family ,composition were controlled, most the difference remained.

Interestingly, she found that employed women made no greater use of paid fielp

than women who were ,not employed and husbands aided in household tasks about-the

same for both groups, only a few hours Der week.

ti
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An area that has.not been adequately. covered in previous resea7ch is the

degree of Salience of the occupational roles of the wife for Marita companion-

ship. It can be ,expected that if the occupatiOn fulfills certain needs for control

over or resclect and prestige from persons/outside thefamily,othis may relieve

some'of the pressure for adult contact -and support through recreational role's

with the spouse, thereby reducing potential role strain.

Another variable Important to any analysis of'companionship rolA. Is ihe.

measure of leisure participation. It has beeh demonstrated by Orthnerj(1974b),

that the Oaring of leisure activities by .nusbands and *Ives must be subdivided

according to the degree of Interaction required in the activities themselves.

It is not sufficient to merely examine "shared" activities or activities partici-'

,pated in together. Leisure activities.wih required interaction, joint activities;

were found to have significantly different consequerices for marital satisfaction

than those activitles'with reduced or little interaction, parallel.activities,

(Orthner, 1975). Given this finding, it is suggested that joint leisure

activities'provrde the greatest indica+ion of marital companionship followed by

parallel activities with individual activitiesq.14Jnerthe least indication Of-

companionship in marriage. .
It appears that a line of reason-inn can be develdped to support either role

strain or role accumulation theory in the case of cohpanionship roles amonn
-

employed'and nonempioyed wives. In terms of a hierarchy of role demands or

commitments, it seems that occupational, household, and parental responsibill-
,

.ties are less voluntary and Stake precedence over recreational roles. Therefore/
f. .

proportionate participation In joint marital recreation,metes shOuld-be lower

among those employedespecially' if. they are full time in the'labor market and in

higher salience - occupations. Parenthood would attenuate the Potential for role

strain among the employed. _
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From another point 9f view, there areprivrienes that accrue to the wife
...3. , . _- .

A

employed in the labor market that mayibalance the scale toward compaionship. It
0.

hps been demonstrated t'lat she Is able to reduce her commitments to household

tasks compared to the'vife-working In the home market. The wife employed in the

(

labor market, especially in higher salience occupations, may perceive a greater

gip

sense of status In relation to-her husband, -fulfill needs for personality enrIc11-

anent'outside the family and develop more equalitarian expeCtatiOns in her s:ouee

functionalto the maintenance of companionship. /Welson (1970) found that husbands.
. ,

42,6m loyed hives are more likely to 'percelye their wives as companions indicating
.

that the prcicess does operate ,i.n both directions: 'These 'factors suegast that

I
.

.

.

_

whTI 'the potential for leisure time may be lower amcipl the employed ;;;Ives4 this*
.

.

' does pot necessarily result In the proportion of-available time allocated to com-.

,panioiiate marital roles,being less.

. .

Because of the uncoVusiveness of previous research and the alternate
.1 .

-. A
.

suggestions of the two theories under consideration, the folowino hypothesis is

to be examined in the present investioation:
0

0 There are no differences in -the proportionate use'of leisure time

. among professional-managerial, clerical-sales; or household working

vives.

Controls-en the length of the workweek of the employed wives ant-' -the period of

the family fife cycle are to be entered Into the study.

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The data for thit investination were collected as part of a larger study

df the recreational roles of husbands and wives Ih a moderately sized Southeastern

. pity In the Spring bf 1973.. A stratified area probability sarelinn desinn was

employed on a population of-nonstudent, intact, upper-middle class households.
e

!rs



Attter'pretesting, 'structured questFonnaire was introcuc;d separately to husbands:,

and wives in ttle,sample. Of the 317 o'ualified couples, ,228 wives compjeted usable

. questionnaires', a Tesposse'rete of 73 percent. irtSufficient infosrmation on
. .

occupation or the indication that the'sampled,le4ure time period was atypical

for that family resulted in 220 respondents Plat* the present Investigation.
.. . 4'

To measure naHtal companionship, each 'respondent was required to list the ,

number of h9urff, spent alone, with their geopse aed perhaps otherspor wit15 person(s}k

other than their souse in any of 96 posqlble'activitfes. The list was' exhaustive

and served to remind the subjects of previous behavior.. The weekendoneriod was

4 .
se4ected fsr the time sampling because it tends to be the most family oriented

andAlso most subject to immediate recall. The listof activities had beeri,

f;revicusly submitted to a pa!:el of judges who determined ttib placement. of an

activity in either parallel or joint categories, given The definitiOns provided

earlier. Any activity hours spent alpnemere coded, as individual whjle those

shared with others were coded parallel or joint depending on the udges deter-
. .

Al

mination of its interactional requirements. Tor example, aame

friends, or ennagigg in sexual or affectiOnal activity were judged to be joi n,

whi,ie attending church, watchinn T.V. or.listeni.ng to records wersijudaed to be,

parallel.
)

r
The present investigation is concerned with the .eroportionnte distribu-

. .tion of activity hours{ in individual, poraIlel with spouse, or Joint with'

spouse activities as a measure of theld4gree of compenionshi actually, rather

.ar
then perceptually, experienced by the wives.in the sample. "exclusively husband-

.

wife companionship should not be inferred in parallel and join activities as

additional persoris,-such as children or friendq may also be co particinants.
.

'It is assumed for the purposes .o4 this study that wives are employed

q'4
In the labor market and those in the home market are workinn wives, E-oloyed

9
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7ives were divided into those working in p fessionefor managerial pcsitions
.

and those working in clerical_ or sales post ions. This breakdownresulted in
P

23.2 percent ol.fane sample Ill professional-managerial and 20.0 Percnt
.

inclerical-

sales positions'while 56.8Tercent 'were orklog In the home Market. The.emploved

wives are astumed to be wOrking out of choice rather than necessity because oi

the upper - middle class nature of 'the sarple.'

FINDINGS

The data initially indicate that the work status/of the wife it only

marginally related to companionship with the spouse in leisure. The hvpothesfs,14.
.

cannot be rejected because the proportionate distr(butulons renort'rl Table I

.

indicate no significant differences. in ler ure participation across the various'

categories of labor force participation. It
i
should be'noted, nevertheless, that

'-04,!lace fable I AboUt-Here--

the highest companiOns.lip experience's are reported 'by the professional-managerial-

and home working wives, while low companionship, 7,;H.e-481 activities, are moreworking

/

common for: the clerical-sales working wives.. This is especially noteworthy when

the ratio of joint to parallbl activities Is examined. This provides some
e

Indication asto how time that Is shared -iith the spouse is used to promote
.

companionship experiences asIppposed to,,morely being In the same place together.
.

Among the professiona-managerial l/ives, propOrtion of time spent WI joint

,activities is significantly greater than that spent in parallel activities (t3.01,

p 4.00. This difference, Ohile snot as great, Is also found in the home working

Wives (t=3.33, p <:.0l). The clerical-sales working wives maintain the same

proportions for both Joint and parallel ictieities. The'slinhtly hir.hor partici-

pgtion in individual activities amonn tile employed wives probably results ft-0M

4
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. .

the'compensatory function ofinliivi ual activities in helpin0 to adjust from
.

one set of role expectations to another. ).

The data were then controlled on the part,time or fulime work.stajt
.

,

of-the employed wives. It is assumed for the purposes of-comparison that non-
.

4

employea wives are full time in the home labor market. Part time is defined as-

*worlOng from 5 to 30hours per weal and this represented the situation (..)f 17.7

percent of the sample. Persons working more than 30,hours comprise 24.6 percent
r.,

of the sample and are classified as full fire. Table.2 givei the proportionate

distributions of leisure activity hours amoio these sub- samples.-

i

-4-Place 2 Abput Here-- .

... . .

i ..
0

It ls apparent .+1110 control on length of the work week reveals further

differences in the work statusof wives and Supports some of he,firidinos reported
s-

above. The only statistically significant findinnkin oint-spouse actiVities is

that full-time profesksional-menagerial wives maintained.higher companiohship

experiences than parttime'clerical-sales:ives... Of spree interest, however, is

- r
the significantly. lowerlow-coMpanionship, parali0-spouse

.
narticl'ution anon"

-C. . . .
, . ..

the part-time professional-managerial' wives which isbalehced by a significantly
. .
,

.
. .

higher proportion of time spenton Individual activities by these same wives.
.

,

.,. A

. This seems run counter to7the idea that the Ideal work situation for the wife.
. .

,
is g#e in which she is able to meet employMent.needs part time iW a hinher salience e.

... _ .....: . .
.

0 .

occupation yet stilt meet_ obligations in he home. Aile -this may be qiniely".a
.

. sampling' problem, Hs might also indicate that the wife employed part time In an

occupation wh.ich requires some higher level of competenceand skill has to.$nend

a`

/greater
proportiop of her discretionary time In preparation or study to maih-

tainher,gccepational-role expectations. :However, this does not annear to result
.1

in a decline In companionship among these wives. The ratio of joint- to parallel-
,

.
.

spouse activ13)ities among the professional-mananerial and home workinn wives is

1
,e

. .,r
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alsdyfotold among the iuliLtIme respondents with.the'clerical-sales wives once

again demonstrating. tower proportions of joint-spouse activi.ties and an equal
.

. .

1 joint to parallel-spouse leistre icti7ity 'reflO.
w 4.o., , ..

.. The most revealing differences in companioriate leisure activities occur
. .

when stage of the fam11014cycie is controlled. The respondents were-divided

.

into those that were,childiesst-40.5 pel-cent),Ahose fn which:the vounneet child
. .. ,/, .. ' .
is under 12 years of age (53.2 percent), those In which the youngest child is

between the agesof 12 'and 19 (20.9 percent), and those in the past parental -
.

period (15.5 percent). The.proportion of _respondents emProyedoutsIde the home
.

,t%

is highest In the chrldless period ;70 percenfl droppinp to 35;0' percent in the

,young child period and'54'..ti.4ercent in the older child period. The employment

4rate of 138.2 percent in the po;t,parental nSripd can.be:partliallv expfained by

the lower occupational involvement of earlier female 'corborts with more traditional'

/
homemaker role expectations andreduced.Occupational Skills. Table 3 proi.ades

0 the distribution of proportions On the leisure activity.dinierision &damn the work

.

status categories when the life cycle periods are controlled.

--Place Table 3 About Here--

. r
Amok1g the wives that are childlestk, it is readily apparbnt that husband-,

, -t :
at

. wife companionship is nigher among those eMploYed in V)e-iaboir Market compared.- . .
.

k
. .

'to.the wives in the home market.. Thediffereaces'eetween the professional-

.?

.
managerial wives

wives maintain

in parallel -spou
, ..

.,
.

4..... . .
. .

difference is In tbs.:use of ',oh:Spouse leisure activitiet allionn the employed and
. .

/ . .
9

.4 .,
.nortemployed Wives. 'The higher indlviddallbarticipation amonn the employedmives

conforms to theicompensatory hypothesft proposed earlier In whichttherViray be
, 1

and clerical- sales wives are .not significant but the home working
0

t .

lower proportion of iine in joint- spouse and a higher proporjjon

se activities than both catenaries of ':amplovsd wives, : Another major

12
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needs to adJust to contrastin0 role expectations, expecially If trie family roles
4

. are new to the wife. The home working wives appear to compensate more through

contacts l'lith persons other than the spouse, perhaps because they do not receive

the adult stimulation frOM others provided by employ t.

During -file childrearing years'a%Cluite differerrk pattern emerges. licrital

companionship rs hrgheAt among thOs4 wives that are not employed.during the perio-ds 1

'with both young and otiOer children.
e
-This is true whether one uses the Measure

of the highest propOrtion of time spent in joint-spouse activities or the ratio
4 '

of joint to paraNel-spouseactivities: The professional-managerial wives still

maintain higher proportions of jkilt-spouse activities compared to,the clericai-

sales wives but not as high aswives Ao are notyemployed: The early childrear-

ing years, nevertheless, are marked by greater differences than the iatgr child-
,

rearing years. `Individual activities, for example, aMe participated in more'by

thelemployed wives in the early period but in the later period there are nobsub-

stantial differences. 0

.The post parental period again indicates a different pattern of leisure and

companionship activities. The professionaj-managerial wives' demonstrate the

highest proportion of joint- spouse activities followed,by the clerical -sales

wives with the home working wives reporting the lowers roportion of.these hinher

. companionship activities. The positive ratio of joint t parallel-spouse activi-

4

ties among the professional-managerial wives maintains itself while the nonemployed

.wives exhi6it a balance between joint and parallel-spouse activities. lki,s is in

contrast to the parenting years when a positive ratio existed. The highen

individual activityp.articipation on the part of the nonemploved wives is somewhat

the reverse of the respondents in the eariler years of marriage. This might

indicate that the potential role conflict of the employed Wives has now been

reduced whrle the home-Working wives are having to fill weekend hours which were

,previously devoted to"family.and child rqsnonsibilities.

13



Overalir the 'family

maintained at a fairly high

managerial occupt ions but

spouse participation rates

(-
positions do not appear to

I

-12-

li4e cycle data suggest hat companionship 41ps re

level among those wives employed in'profesional
, .

the childrearing Trs reduce somowbat the joint-

of these wive. Wiyes.employed in'cleric)4-sales

maintain as high a rate Of4Marital compOnionsfilp as
. .

the profeisionalTmana4Osjal'wfves and are even more reduced in their companion-.

ship roles during the childrearing years. tives who are not employed repor0-t lower

- pr6portions of companionship experiences in leisul.e than both the employed groups

7-Arigg the childless and post-pareptal periods but higher proportions of cam-

44nionship in leisure during the childrearing years. The proportiog of time spent
0

in individual activities was found to increase steadily over the life cycle

for the nonemplOyed wives in contrast tothe employed wives.

f
CONCLUSIONS 4 -

The data do not clearly support-either the theory of role strlin ('(oode,

. .

1960l'or the the6ry-of role accumulation (Sieber, 100 with regard to influences.

on marital recreation and companionship poles. The evidence, however, /does suggest.,

that the hypothsis of no difference between the home and labor market working

4
wives can be rejecteyhen-controls on part time/full time employment and period

Of the family life cycle are controlled.

Support for the role accumulation theory can.be seen in the higher pro-
/

portions of marital companionship activities found among thAse wives employed in

professional-managerial compared tairclerical-sales positions.. If w assume that

tr'

file occupational roles of the former are mo re demanding, yet mioretrewarding, it

follows that they also provide the opportunity for greater privileges and more

understanding on the part of the husband. Further support fOr this approach cam

be found when we consider the childless and post-parental marriages. 'Higher'

companionship experiences are reported among both employed groups compared

14
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to the nonemployed indicating reduces strain despite the presence of more com-

. .peting roles. It is interesti-ng to'note that the nonemployed childless wives

reported comparatively low joint-spouse activity rates and high parallel- spouse
.

activity rates when an earlier study found evidence thatthis pattern was signifi-

.
cantlyreiated to marital dissaA tisfaction among wives in the first years of marriage

.
.4

(Orthner, .1975). This suggests that role accumulation may indeedihave positive .

\ li

0 consequences during periods when role.comMitmentt:are reducrd,, especially if this

)\
condition is associated with few chalienning responsibilities. ii

.
Suppo&t for the theory of role strain is also evidentin his investigation.17

k .
.

.

Emilloyediwives are more likely to participate in individu46ctilv-i4gs compared

to nonemployed
4
wives andthis may be linkeeto the conflict`t at exists betyeen

A

.AEJ ocdupational, household, and family roles. A way of dealiing w this train

can be_found in individual activities as they provide compensation and relaka-
1,

tion from the demands of competing roles. This was found to'be especially true

among the childless wives Who are developing theirmarital and family roles and the

wives with yOung il,ildren who must accommodate deManding parental roles'as\well..

Further support for the theory of role strain Is'seenr-in the reduction in Joint'

companlonship activities during the childrearing years among the employed wives.

esepcially true of the clerical -sales wives whose lower salience occupa-

tional roles do not provide the status or privileges for which role accumulation

may compensate. Once the conflict in totes subsides, after the children have been

launched, then the employed 6ivesdrnstrote once again a rise In companionship
a

roles.

In general, this investipation supports the position that marital,com-

panionship, as evidenced by co-participation
V
in 'recreational roles, is a relatjvely

high priority role in the family. It would have been easy for employed wives,

especialP/ those who are mothers, to redwce significantly the proportion of time
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that they allo6ate to tijeir spouses in jo!nt activities. Despite the differences.

that,;d4410pear bitween the employed and nonemployed Wives., the consistently

htg*proportIons of *,1,ine spent in leisure ,activities with thefspousg maintains

itse4f from category to category. This suggests that while the occupational roles

of the wife are important to consider, there remain underlying commitments in the

. family today to share discretionary time with one another. These commitments

1

e to companionship may be less voluntary than we had earlier anticipated.

In concluS4on, these data suggestthat there are potential stresses placed

on t e family by the employment of the wife but the positive contributions for

the married palr often outweigh the stresses. As the propostion of,wpies employed

in the labor market continues to mount it would be helpful to better determine

how much role strain can be handled in a family, and still have it maintain

mechanisms for conflict and strain resolution.' There is also.the matter of role

replacement through household help, day scare, of cooperative living arranaements

and their influence on role strain and companionship to be considered.

Future research needs to explore the husband's role in t1;1"t Process so as

to determine how his functions increase or retard potential role strain. Further

breakdowns in the employment status of the wife categories also need to'be attempted.

Limitations in the size of the present sample prec4'uded this in tho present in-

vestigation. The.measure of leisure participation has been shown to be of con-

siderable value in'our understanding of companionship roles. Removine the study

of companionship from perceptions to actual.behavior could also he a step forward
o.

0,0 our-understanding of husband-wife relationships.

-
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TABO 1: PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT IN VARIOUS LEISUPE ACTIVITY PATTERNS
ACCORDING TO THE WORK STATUS OF THE WIFE

ure Activity
1;0 erns

ljidiyidual

I /olointaSpouse

Wives Working Status

Professional-
Hanagerlal

.(N=51)

Clerical-
Sales

Paraliel-Spoute
4

Shared*W/Otheri

Home

(N=44) (N=I25)
4-

.38 .35

.27 .33

.27 .25

.08 .07

1 7
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TABLE 2: PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT IN VARIOUS LEISURE ACTIVITY PATTERNS
ACCORDING TO THE WORK STATUS OF THE WIFE, WHEN PART-TIME AND FULL-
TIME EMPLOYMENT ARE CONTROLLED.,,,

Leisure Activity
Part-Time

(N=16)

Nivea Workinn Status

)

Clerical-
Salts
(N=23)

s

s

,1

0 Profetsior41-
8

0
Oinagerial .

i (N=33)

Patterns

Professional-
Managerial

Individual

Joipt-Spouse

Para1161-Spouse

Shared W/Others,

.48

.113

.14

.10

.37

.27

.09

40

.33

.35

.23

.09 .

Full-Time
-

Clerical- HpOs.

Sales
(N=21) - (N =125)

.39 .35

.27 .33

.27(~' .25

.07 . :07

a

--A

18
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TABLE 3! APROF5:9TWN OF THE TIME SPENT IN VARIOUS LEI SUPE ACTIVITY PATTERNS
'ACCOROING TO THE WORK.STATUS OF THE WIFE,. WHEN PERIOD OF THE FAMILY
LIFE CYCLE IS CONTROLLED

Leisure Kctivity

Professional'-
Managerial

Wives Working Status

Home

w
Patterns

Clerical-
Sales

.

Chi I'd less ,Jives:
r

lndiv al-v

)Aik

tN=9) (N=7)

.41'

(N=7.)

.26

Joint-Sp use
.

.36 .34' - .25
Parallel pouse .26 .24 .39
Shared W/ hers. , .03 %01 .10

Wives with Young Children: . .

e . (N=27) (N=14) (N=76)
Individual 1

.41 I .38 .31

Joint-Spouse',.
. ''.32 .24 '.36

ParallelSpOuse .17A',
Shared VI/Others

k. ...

.10 .0F, .07

Wrves with Older Chilgren:
(N=10) (N=15) (N=21)

Individual

Joint-Spouse
,

, .38
. .30

.42

.26

.40

.33
Paraliel-Spouse .22 .20 .23

Shared W/Others
.

.10
-J

. ;12 .04

Post- Parent4l Wives:
O

(N=5) (N=8) (N=21)
.29 .29 .43

Joint-Spouse .35 .29 .25
Paraller-,Spouse ,29 .39 .25,
Shared W/Others .07 .03 .07

If

19
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